
Van Morrison and Eric Burdon. Also on the
bill was Eric Bibb who has released his own
tribute album to the legendary folk/blues
troubadour. The majority of this album’s
tracks were recorded live at The Sunset, a
Parisian jazz club where Eric is obviously hav-
ing a very good time engaging with the
small, enthusiastic audience. Five additional
studio tracks are added for good measure. As
his main accompanist Eric has chosen French
harmonica player JJ Milteau, who adds a vari-
ety of colour and tone with his excellent
musicianship. Other contributors include
drummer Larry Crockett, bassist Gilles Michel
and vocalists Big Daddy Wilson and Michael
Robinson. Throughout, Mr Bibb delivers his
usual effervescent performance, singing with
charm and sincerity while deftly picking six-
and twelve-string guitar or on one track
(Titanic), six string banjo. Three original songs
complement the thirteen ‘gold standard’
Lead Belly songs that Eric and pals deliver
with affection and sincerity. Unlike many of
the Muddy Waters 100 tracks, nothing here
moves the music on, but Lead Belly’s Gold is
still a heartfelt tribute, and a very nice album.

www.ericbibb.com 

Dave Peabody

DERROLL ADAMS
Live In Haarlem 1977 Strictly Country SCR-78

The late ‘Zen banjo’ master Derroll Adams is
revered by folk music people of a certain age
in Europe, but is usually the subject of blank
looks from Americans – hardly surprising
since he left his native country in the late
1950s to meet up with his old buddy Ramblin’
Jack Elliott over here, and never went back.
More unhelpfully, the credit for his classic
anti-war song Portland Town was often
claimed by others as a ‘trad arr’.

He eventually settled in Belgium and
after a dicey patch in his personal life, Derroll
hit peak form again in the early 1970s and
this CD is a fine quality recording (not quite
capturing the lowest rumbles of his deep
voice, but beautifully rounded and balanced),
made in a small venue in the Netherlands
when he was very much at his best. He makes
his intricate but gentle – more brushed than
picked, the antithesis of bluegrass clank, and
sometimes in minor tuning – old-time banjo
playing swing wonderfully, while sounding
completely effortless, propelled by the rock-
steady but unobtrusive tap of a cowboy boot.
And his singing is typically sublime.

For Derroll fans of that era – and those
who’ve heard the name but not the reality –
this will be like gold dust. Many of his
favourite, regular songs from the Jack & Der-
roll era and early ’70s albums are in the set –
Muleskinner Blues, Darling Corey, Rich &
Rambling Boy, Freight Train Blues, The Valley,
Cluck Old Hen and of course Portland Town –
and it’s a complete performance with all his
lengthy and typical song introduction stories.

Now, to be fair, spoken introductions –
even by the wondrous Derroll – can get pretty
irritating after the second or third play in the
privacy of your living room. But good think-
ing by the producers has zoned the intros, all
30 minutes of them, as separate credited
tracks, meaning you can then grab or pro-
gramme the music as a freestanding twelve-
song, 45 minute album.

The only shame, since there has been so
little Derroll available in recent years, is that
the packaging concentrates on photos of the
club, its owner and the recordist and remi-
nisces more about the people who put it
together than tells Derroll’s story for a new
audience. Well, it’ll be up to us long-term
fans to keep doing that then, armed with this
excellent evidence.

www.strictlycountryrecords.com

Ian Anderson

GHAZALAW
Ghazalaw Marvels of the Universe
MARVEL52

When two old song cultures
as every which way disparate
as the Welsh and the Indo-
Persian come together in
song, the degree to which
participants find common
ground determines what
makes or breaks the project
and this one breaks new

ground. Gwyneth Glyn and Tauseef Akhtar
made it through the selection process and
got to showcase what grew into Ghazalaw at
the Womex trade fair in Cardiff in 2013.
Ghazalaw’s debut is a co-production between
Marvels of The Universe (whose Cerys
Matthews curated a tranche of appearances
at Womex) and Theatr Mwldan in Cardigan in
mid-West Wales. 

Ghazalaw is a step (calling it a develop-
ment would be hopelessly premature) in the
march of both ghazal and Welsh song. Born
where Arabic and Persian is spoken, ghazal is
themed on the subject of love, frequently
expressed in allegorical terms that, poetically
speaking, blur the sacred and the temporal.
Now one of the most ubiquitous of non-west-
ern poetic song forms, its impact has run from
influencing Goethe, that pre-eminent man-
of-letters, through to filmi ghazal in Bolly-
wood flicks. There is nothing pre-digested
about this album. While Tauseef Akhtar, a
lapsed ghazalwallah, may have been brought
back into the fold by Jagjit Singh, this collab-
oration does not claim-jump Jagjit and Chitra
Singh Unforgettables territory.

That’s made manifest with the opening
track, Tum Nazar Se/Cyfri’r Sêr. It shows that
Akhtar and Glyn have no pretensions about
Welsh mirroring ghazal’s rhyming couplet
and consolidating refrain scheme. Elsewhere,
in Jubnu Ke Sitara Tha/Hen Ferchetan, the
Welsh hen ferch (‘old maid’) is a marvellous
example of finding common ground. In one
fell swoop it summons ageism, pre-feminism
and (perhaps) parlour card game bygones.
The twist is that Little Lisa – the old maid of
the narrative – leaves the Bela Fair with a skip
in her step, having pulled.

The scale and size of the bilingual
English/Welsh booklet reinforces how CD
packages can trump downloads and stream-
ings. One caveat. A stronger editorial hand
should have winnowed out carelessnesses.
Andy Morgan’s notes elevate Punjabi even by
bigheaded Punjabi standards. Punjabi has
never been and never will be “the third most
common native language spoken in the Indi-
an subcontinent”. (Or Indo-Pakistani for that
matter.) And this Wolfgang Goethe geezer.
Who might he be?

Hear a track on this issue’s fRoots 56.
www.ghazalaw.com

Ken Hunt

VARIOUS ARTISTS
Joy Of Living Cooking Vinyl

Whatever you say about Ewan MacColl – and
seemingly everyone still holds strident opinion
on the subject – the one irrefutable fact is that
he was a brilliant songwriter. His songs have
for so long formed such a key element in the
staple diet of modern folk song, many consid-
er them part of the tradition itself, which is
surely the ultimate accolade of any songwriter.

Whether political content, tender love
songs, acidic observation, historical account or
social overview, so many of his songs have not
only endured to move, delight and inspire
succeeding generations, all but his topical
material has remained vibrant and relevant. A
glance through the 21-track list on this double
album at iconic titles like Freeborn Man,
Shoals Of Herring, Thirty Foot Trailer, Dirty
Old Town and The First Time Ever I Saw Your
Face are testament to a genius for infusing
fluid lyricism with a strong sense of form, atti-
tude, community and tradition. In essence he
established the template for songwriting in a
folk idiom which, in this centenary year,
nobody has ever come close to replicating or
matching in any consistent fashion.

The cast list here is quite a who’s who of
contemporary folk music, involving Norma
Waterson (Moving On Song), Eliza Carthy
(Thirty Foot Trailer), Billy Bragg (Kilroy Was
Here), Chaim Tannenbaum (My Old Man),
Seth Lakeman (Shoals Of Herring), Christy
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